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Liouville-type result for the m-laplacean

Sebastián Lorca

Consider the following problem

��mu � f (u) in RN ; (0.1)

where 1 < m < N . Mitidieri and Pohozaev proved in [5], among other results, that problem (0:1) has no positive

solution provided

f (u) � cup for all u > 0; (0.2)

where 0 < p < N (m� 1) = (N �m) : We give a simple proof, by using local integral estimates, of a result which
implies that the problem (0:1) has no positive solution in the case that f satis�es (0:2) only near of origin.

This kind of results can be used to prove existence results for associated problems in bounded domain. This is

particularly useful if the problem under consideration is nonvariational (see for example [1], [6] and the references

there in).

Usually these a priori estimates is obtained by using a blow-up technique, together with Liouville-type results

(see [2],[3]). Suppose by contradiction, that there exists a sequence of pairs (un; �n) ; with un unbounded (in the

L1 norm). Let xn be a point at which un attain their maxima. In the case that f and g are multiple of the same

power, the blow-up methods provides a solution of the problem

��mu � up;

in RN or in the halfspace when the points xn approach su¢ ciently fast to the boundary of 
 (in comparison with

the L1 norm of un).

As in [4], we employ local integral inequalities together with Harnack-type inequalities to prove that there is no

positive solution of ��mu � f (u) in the halfspace.
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